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1. INTRODUCTION1
The satisfaction of a product to the requirements of
clients and users such as quality, reliability,
sustainability and cost of products becomes an
important key in the context of global and concurrent
economy. Thus, the robustness of the product
performance under various kinds of disturbance during
its life cycle plays a decisive factor of the product
quality in product-process design.
Today, the computer has become an indispensable
tool supporting engineering activities in product-process
design. The product designers easily create the
numerical model of a product on CAD system. This
model only represents the nominal information of the
product. Moreover, the simulations to predict the
behavior (kinematics, dynamics, failure, etc.) and the
performances of the product are carried out on this
nominal model. However, a product during its life cycle
passes through many stages from conceptual design to
use and the end of life. It passes through manufacturing
Author Email: nguyen.dson@gmail.com;
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and assembly stages where geometric deviations can be
generated and accumulated by the multi-physical
phenomena, such as tooling deformation, wearing,
thermal deformation, etc.
In fact, each part making up the product is
manufactured from the raw material at the
manufacturing stage by manufacturing processes
(forging, cutting or grinding). The geometric deviations
on each part are generated and accumulated over the
successive set-ups of manufacturing processes because
of the inherent imperfections of material, tooling and
machining Ramesh, et al. [1], [2]. Then, the parts with
these deviations are assembled at the assembly stage by
assembly processes. The geometric deviations of the
surfaces of each part, generated at manufacturing stage,
affect assemblability of the product. The assembly stage
also contributes the deviations. Therefore, at the end of
these two production stages, the geometry of the
product is different from the nominal one. The “real”
performance of the product is different from the
designed one (nominal performance) that the product
designers simulated by using the numerical model of
product created on CAD system. The geometric
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variability obviously has an influence on the product
performance when it arrives in the hand of the users.
Thus, the risk is then that the product designed does not
meet fully the requirements of the customers and users.
In this case, the product-process design has to be
considered as not good or at the least not robust.
As a result, a global method that allows integrating
multi-physical effect throughout the product life cycle
into the performance simulation is proposed in this
paper. The method focuses on using the concurrent
product modeling technology such as CAD/CAM
system, numerical simulators, etc., for integrating the
geometric deviations and use conditions into the
performance simulations of the product.
2. LITERATURE REVIEWS
The geometric deviations generated and accumulated
during the product life cycle affect the performance of
the product. It is thus necessary to manage their causes
and consequences at the design stage in order to reduce
their effect on the product performance all along its life
cycle. Parkinson [3] proposed to use engineering models
for developing robust design in order to reduce the
variance of the design under variation of sources, such
as manufacturing operations, variation in material
properties, and operating environment. Yu, et al. [4]
addressed the impact of the manufacturing errors on the
performance of the product. He defined the
Manufacturing Variation Pattern (MVP) to represent the
manufacturing characteristics and investigated its
effects on the performance of the product.
Zhu, et al. [5] presented a theory that offers an
analytical and geometric description of the performance
sensitivity distribution of a product in the variation
space. The theory can be applied to find a robust design
that is less sensitive to the dimensional variation due to
manufacturing errors or product wear. Liu, et al. [6]
proposed a new Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis (PSA)
approach for design under uncertainty based on the
concept of relative entropy. This approach provides
valuable information about the impact of the design
variables on the performance of the product and whole
range or a partial range of the performance distribution.
Bruyère, et al. [7] proposed a statistical approach in
order to evaluate the impact of the geometric variations
on the angular rotational velocity between two bevel
gears. Monte-Carlo simulation method is used to
consider the geometric behavior simulation and tooth
contact analysis. Yin, et al. [8] proposed to integrate
material and manufacturing process uncertainties in the
design in order to consider their impacts on the
performance of the product. They developed a
procedure for uncertainty propagation from the material
random field to the product performance based on the
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product finite-element mesh.
These studies examine the impact of the variation
sources or the geometric variations on the product
performance variation. Their approaches are, however,
based on the nominal model of the product. Moreover,
there are many kinds of disturbances during the product
life cycle that influence on the total product quality as
presented by Kimura [9]. In addition, the current
product modeling technology, such as CAD/CAM,
PLA, etc., is unable to model geometric deviations
generated during the product life cycle. Most of the
relationship approximations between the performance
and the design variables are only based on the nominal
model of the product. In order to investigate their effect
on the product performance, a global methodology that
allows taking them into account the performance
simulation of the product is proposed in the paper. The
overview of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1.
The variation sources effecting on the performance of
product throughout its life cycle will be taken into
account the performance analysis. Especially, the
geometric variations generated and accumulated by the
manufacturing and assembly process in this stage of
product life cycle are integrated in performance
simulation by using geometric deviation model. This
model can link all variation sources from manufacturing
to assembly stage. That is an advantage compared to the
other models as presented above. Further, the conditions
of product operation in use stage of product life cycle
are also taken into account the simulation of product
performance. As a result, product designers have an
exact image of performance of product designed and
then the product designed can meet fully requirements
of customer and users. This is a new contribution of the
proposed method.
3. METHOD DESCRIPTION
In the manufacturing and assembly stages, the
geometric deviations of each surface of the final product
are caused by the effects of multi-physical phenomena,
such as tooling deformation, thermal deformation,
material property of the part, etc. These deviations are
modeled by the geometric deviation model (GDM) that
will be detailed in the next session. The Monte-Carlo
simulation method is then used to create the image of
geometric deviations of the product population.
When the product with geometric deviations arrives
at hand of the users, the real performance of the product
is obviously different from the design one because of
the effect of geometric deviations and use conditions
(temperature, velocity, etc.). Moreover, most of the
simulations of product performance (kinematics,
dynamics, behavior, failure, etc.) are principally carried
out using the numerical model of the product created on
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Figure 1. The overview of the proposed method.

CAD software. This model is not able to deal with the
geometric deviations as presented above. The designer
cannot manage the consequences of the effects in the
design stage. Thus, it is necessary to integrate them into
the performance simulation of the product for obtaining
the robust design product. In order to solve the problem,
the design of experiment method is proposed to use for
integration the effects and establishing the mathematical
relation between the product performance and the
parameters of variation sources. As a result, an image of
performance of the product population is generated for
validation of performance of the product designed.
3. 1. Geometric Deviations of Product
In the
manufacturing and assembly stage, the geometric
deviations are generated and accumulated by material
property defects, manufacturing and assembly errors,
etc. They will obviously have an influence on its
performance. The geometric deviation model can model
them based on small displacement torsor as presented
by Nguyen, et al. [10]. A small displacement torsor
(SDT) T at a point O in the Cartesian coordinate system
(O,X,Y,Z) is described by rotational vector R and
translational vector D as shown in Equation (1).
T = {R, D}{O , X ,Y , Z }

(1)

A surface deviation torsor is a small displacement
torsor describing the deviation between an associated
surface and a nominal surface. The associated surface is
an ideal surface associated to the real surface using a
minimum distance criterion such as the least square. For
example, the deviation torsor of the associated plane
relative to its nominal position (see Figure 2) is
described by the SDT TSurface at a point O in the local
coordinate system (O,X,Y,Z), as shown in Equation (2).

Nominal surface

TSurface
Z

Associated
surface
O1

X

Real part

Figure 2. Deviation torsor of a plan.
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(2)
{O , X , Y , Z }

Where rx, ry are rotational and tz translational
component regarding X, Y, Z axis respectively. The
plan, in this case, has three degrees of freedom, so three
positioning deviations of the plan are invariant (i.e.
cannot be measured due to the surface class) relative to
their nominal position and their values are arbitrarily
fixed. Thus, the 0 value is chosen in order to hide the
notion of invariance.
The GDM for the manufacturing stage is based on
the model of manufactured part (MMP) proposed by
Vignat, et al. [11]. The geometric deviations generated
by a machining process are considered to be the result
of two independent phenomena: the positioning and the
machining deviations accumulated over the successive
set-ups. The positioning deviation is the deviation of the
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nominal part relative to the nominal machine. The
positioning operation of the part on the part-holder is
realized by a set of hierarchically organized elementary
connections. The manufactured deviations of surface
relative to its nominal position in MMP are expressed
by the parameters of the small displacement torsor TPi, Pji.
T

P i , P ji

= -T

Sj , P i

+T

(3)

Sj , P ji

TSj, Pji models the positioning deviation of workpiece Pi
in set-up Sj. This deviation is a function of the MMP
surfaces deviation generated by the previous set-ups, the
part-holder surfaces deviations and the links partholder/part surfaces. TSj, Pji models the deviation of the
machined surface j of the part Pi realised in set-up Sj.
This deviation is expressed relative to the nominal
machine. This torsor merges deviations of the surface
swept by the tool and cutting local deformations.
A product is made up of parts assembled by the way
of connections. Each part has already passed through
the manufacturing stage where geometric deviations
have been generated. Then the product passes through
assembly stage of its life cycle. Assembly stage of the
product life cycle is an essential stage, and it obviously
brings its share of deviations to the product. The GDM
for the assembly stage is also based on the model of
assembled part (MAP) proposed by Nguyen, et al. [10].
This model uses the geometric behaviour laws based on
the SDT for modelling geometric deviations in the
mechanism that are proposed by Bourdet, el al [12] and
Thiebaut [13]. The positioning deviations of the part
relative to its nominal position in the global coordinate
system of the product are modelled by a small
displacement torsor TP, Pi.
T

P, Pi

=T

P, P k

+T

P k , Pnk

+T

Pnk , Pmi

-T

Pi , Pmi

(4)

Where TPnk ,Pmi is the link torsor between surface m of
MMP i (part i) and surface n of MMP k (part k). TP, Pk is
the positioning deviation torsor of part k, it models the
positioning deviation of the part k (a subassembled part
coming from the previous set-up of the assembly
process) relative to their nominal position in the global
frame of the product. Then a linear system of equations
is created from the contribution of each connection
among connected parts. The positioning deviations of a
part are determined by resolution of the linear system of
equations based on Gauss-elimination method.
Finally, the geometric deviations of surface j of the
part i relative to their nominal positions in the global
coordinate system of product can be calculated by the
Equation (4) will be collected by SDT TP, Pji.
The GDM establishes the mathematical relation
between the deviation sources from the manufacturing
and assembly stage and product surfaces deviations. A
Monte-Carlo simulation method is then used to create a
set of M products with geometric deviations. M is
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generally chosen between 10000 and 1 million. It
depends on the size of the product produced in practice
and the precision of result of the Monte-Carlo
simulation.
The population of product is generated by the
strategy following:
1. Define the probability distributions and the variation
zone of the input variables (quality of the fixture
surface, machining tool accuracy).
2. Generate randomly the set of value inputs according
to their distributions.
3. Calculate the surface deviations of each manufactured
part of the product based on the MMPs.
4. Assemble the manufactured part of the product based
on verification of the assembly constraint.
5. Calculate the surface deviations of the product in the
product frame.
As a result, the product designers can be aware of
distribution and variation of each surface of the product
from the simulation result as presented by Nguyen, et al.
[14].
3. 2. Product Performance Simulation In the case
of a simple product system, the existence of the
mathematical relation between the product performance
and the geometric deviation parameters is available. We
can easily calculate the performance of the product and
then generate the image of performance of a product
population based on the result of Monte-Carlo
simulation. However, it is difficult to calculate the
performance of the product in the case of a complex
product system. We practically use finite element
method due to computer-aided based on the numerical
model on CAD software to determine the product
performance. Thus, we propose to use design of
experiment method to integrate geometric deviation
parameters into the performance simulation. The aim is
to establish an approximate relationship between the
product performance and the geometric deviation
parameters. As a result, an image of performance of a
product population is generated.
3 .2. 1. Geometric Deviation Model of Product in
CAD Environment
To integrate the geometric
deviations into the simulation of the product
performance, we need a deviated model that allows
representing these deviations. Thus, it is necessary to
develop a method that permits to obtain the deviated
model of the product based on its nominal model in the
CAD software.
The geometric deviations of each surface of the
product are determined by a surface deviation torsor and
the value of its component are calculated based on a
Monte-Carlo simulation method. As presented in
session 2.1, a surface deviation torsor expresses the
positioning deviation of a surface relative to its nominal
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Figure 3. Deviated model of a part in CAD software.

position. The nominal model of the product created in
the CAD software is built on a set of elementary
surfaces (planes, cylinders, spheres, etc.). Thus, it is
possible to create a deviated model of a surface in the
CAD software based on the nominal surface and the
part deviation torsor.
However, it does not exist the interface that allows
acting on the geometry data in commercial CAD
software (ProEngineer, Solidworks, Catia, etc.) and thus
it is difficult to combine the deviated elementary
surfaces of the deviated model of the part or the
product. Thus, we propose to use the expert knowledge
to filter the unessential surfaces and parameters of the
geometric deviations. The aim is to reduce time for
creating the deviated model in CAD software. The
selected geometric deviations and surfaces must have a
strong influence on the product performance according
to expert knowledge.
The surface deviation torsor representing the
geometric deviations of the plane P1 comes from GDM
and Monte-Carlo simulation, as given in Equation (5).
T P!

ì rx 1
ï
= í ry 1
ï 0
î

0 ü
ï
0 ý
tz 1 ïþ (o

(5)

1 , x1 y 1 z 1 )

First, the plane P1 is moved along axis o1z1 from a
value l ³ tz1 + H (rx1 + ry1 ) by the extrusion technique. Then
2

the deviated plane is created by cutting the extruded part
by plane rotated around the axes o1x1 and o1y1 of rx1 and
ry1, respectively. Finally, we obtain the deviated part in
PTC ProEngineer, as shown in Figure 3.
3. 2. 2. Design of Experiment
Firstly, it is
necessary to select the strategy of design of experiment
(DOE) method in order to create an experimental table,
called design matrix, which includes design factors and
their levels and corresponding experimental runs results

(called response vector). We propose to use three
different approaches (Factorial design, Taguchi design
and Random design) depending on the number of the
geometric deviation parameters (factors). To reduce the
number of factors, key geometric deviation parameters
are defined based on expert knowledge. These key
parameters are measured on the virtual product and are
functions of the elementary deviation parameters. The
value of these factors can be calculated for the M
products based on Monte-Carlo simulation. Then the
number of levels for these factors has to be defined
depending on a compromise between the desired
precision and the calculation time. The value of each
level of each factor is calculated according to its range
of variation. The values of each level of the n selected
parameters {pij}i=1.N,j=1..n are then gathered in a design
matrix P={ pij}Nxn.
Two cases are encountered to determine the
performance of the N products. In the simple case, the
function performance is known, and the performance
value is obtained by the value of each parameter pij of
each row of the design matrix into the analytical
formula. In the complicated case, simulation tools as
Finite Element Analysis (FEA), Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD), etc. is used to calculate the
performance of the product. Thus, a set of the N
deviated models of the product, corresponding to the
parameters value of each row of the design matrix, has
to be created in the CAD system. Each model is used to
simulate the performance of the product in order to
determine the performance of N products that are called
response vector R. The response vector R corresponding
to the design matrix P can then be filled.
The relationship between the performance of the
product and the selected factors {p1 , p 2 , p 3 ,.., p n } is
established by the design of experiment method. This
relationship can be expressed by Equation (6)
Performanc e = f ( p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ,.., p n )

(6)

For example, the linear least square fit model Rao, et
al. [15] is used to establish the relationship in the case of
n factors at two levels. From the result of 2n
simulations, the relationship is expressed by the
function as shown in Equation (7).
f = bˆ . p + e

(7)

Where p = {p1 , p 2 , p3 ,.., p n }T is a vector of the n factors.
b̂ is a coefficient vector of the model. It is calculated by
Equation (8).

(

bˆ = P T . P

)

-1

.P T .R

R = {r1 , r2 , r3 ,.., rN }T

(8)

is a response vector including N
simulation responses.
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ε is a residual vector describing the . It is calculated by
Equation (9).
1
e = E(R) =
N

000

Set-up 0
Set-up 1

N

å ri

Z5

(9)

i =1

4. A CASE STUDY: HARD DISK DESIGN
In order to illustrate the proposed method for integration
of multi-physical effects into the simulation of product
performance, we propose in this paper an example of
hard disk design. The components of the hard disk are
shown in Figure 4.
The quality of the hard disk depends on the
clearance between the read-and-write head and the
platter. Thus, we need to assure that the read-and-write
head must not touch the platters, and the clearance
among them has to be several micrometers. Therefore,
the performance of hard disk investigated in this case is
the clearance between the suspension tip carrying the
read-and-write head and the platter of the hard disk.
4. 1. Geometric Deviation Model of the Hard Disk
in Production Stage
In order to manufacture the
hard disk, the manufacturing process, the assembly
process and the associated resources are selected
suitable to the cost and the requirements of the
customers and the users as well. As the result, the
geometric deviation model of this hard disk during the
manufacturing and assembly stages of its life cycle is
generated by the GDM as presented above.

Platter-holder (7)

Z

Platter (3)

Motor (2)

Bearing (4)

P7

O
Y

C8
X

Suspension (6)
Actuator arm (5)
Case (1)

Ferromagnetic

Figure 4. Model of hard disk components in CAD software.

C

P2

The performance population of the product (for
example, a million of products) will be generated by
replacing the value of the selected factors
{p1 , p2 , p3 ,.., p n } based on the collected data of the
Monte-Carlo simulation into Equation (6).

C
Y5

O
C

X5 P5

Figure 5. Manufacturing process for actuator arm.

For example, the actuator arm (part 5) of the hard
disk is realized by a manufacturing process as shown in
Figure 5. The set-up 0 is to manufacture the raw piece
for the set-up 1 where the cylinder C4 will be
manufactured.
Basing on the geometric deviation model The
cylindrical surface deviations of the cylinder C4 of the
actuator arm (part 5) relative to its nominal position in
the local coordinate system (O5,X5Y5Z5) are described
by torsor as given in Equation (10). This torsor is
determined by the geometric deviation model. All
calculations are presented clearly by Nguyen, et al. [10].
In this torsor, the parameters rx5,4, rx5,7, ry5,4 and ry5,7
represent the machining accuracy. The parameters
rx5,7S1, ry5,7S1, tx5,7S1, ty5,7S1 and tz5,5S1 represent the
quality of the fixture surfaces in set-up 1. The
parameters lrx5,7S1, lry5,7S1, ltx5,7S1, lty5,7S1 and lty5,5S1
represent the link between the fixture surfaces and the
surfaces of workpiece in the set-up 1.

T

P 5 , P45

ì - lrx 5,7S1 + rx 5,2
ï+
ï rx 5,7 - rx 5,7S1
ï
ï
ï
ï
= í - lry 5,7S1 + ry 5,2
ï + ry - ry
5,7
5,7S1
ï
ï
ï
ï
ïî
0

ü
ï
ï
ï
ï
ï
ï
lrx 5,7S1 - lty 5,7S1
ý
- rx 5,7 + rx 5,7S1 + ty 5,2 ï
ï
+ ty 5,7 - ty 5,7S1
ï
ï
ï
- ltz 5,5S1 + tz 5,5 - tz 5,5S1 ïþ
(O5 , X 5Y5 Z 5 )
- lry 5,7S1 - ltx 5,7S1
+ ry 5,7 - ry 5,7S1
+ tx 5,2 + tx 5,7 - tx 5,7S1

(10)

The manufactured parts of the hard disk are then
assembled according to the selected assembly process as
shown in Figure 6. The geometric deviations of all
surfaces of the hard disk are described by the torsor in
the model of assembled part. The principal connections
between two surfaces of two parts are shown in the
continuous line. The auxiliary connections between two
surfaces of two parts are represented by the hidden line.
The slipping link in this case explains that two
surfaces of two parts are contacted or merged together.
It means that there is no gap between two surfaces. The
floating link shows that two surfaces of two parts can be
contacted or not. The gap can be existed between two
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connection surfaces. For example, hand arm (MMP 5)
and bearing (MMP 4) are connected by two
connections: principal and auxiliary connection. The
principal connection is a slipping link between outer
cylinder (C8) of the bearing and a cylinder (C4) of the
hand arm. The auxiliary connection is a floating link
between the plan (P7) of the bearing and the plan (P2)
of the hand arm.
In conclusion, the geometric deviations of all
surfaces of the hard disk relative to its nominal position
in the product frame can be modelled according to the
selected manufacturing process and the associated
resources.
4. 2. Monte-carlo Simulation
The Monte-Carlo
simulation method is applied to simulate the geometric
deviations of the hard disk based on the GDM of the
hard disk during the manufacturing and assembly
stages.
Firstly, it is necessary to determine the input
variables of the model. In this case, the input variables
are the parameters of the surface deviations torsor of the
hard disk. The torsor parameters that represent the
machining accuracy and the quality of the fixture
surface, such as rxi,j, ryi,j, txi,j, tyi,j, tzi,j of the surface j of
the part i and rxi,jSk, ryi,jSk, txi,jSk, tyi,jSk, tzi,jSk of the
surface j of the fixture in the set-up k are the input
variables. We propose, in this case, that input variables
are the independent variables.

Slipping

9

1

2

Floating
8 MMP2 3
Floating
7
4
6 5
1
Slipping 1
8
2
Floating
Slipping
7 MMP1 3
MMP3
3
2
6
4
1
5
8
2
Floating
Slipping
7 MMP4 3
Floating
6
4
5
4
3
4
2
6
2
MMP7
Slipping
MMP5
Slipping 5
5
1
3
6
1
1
Floating
4 MMP6 2
MMP1: Case
MMP5: Hand arm
3
MMP2: Motor
MMP6: Suspension
MMP3: Platter
MMP7: Platter-holder
MMP4: Bearing
Figure 6. Assembly graph of the hard disk

TABLE 1. Variation range of the input variables.
Set-up 1
Fixture
Plane

rx5,5S1, ry5,5S1 variation range [-10-4, 10-4]

5,5S1

tz5,5S1 variation range [-5.10-3, 5.10-3]

Cylinder
5,7S1

rx5,7S1, ry5,7S1 variation range [-10-4, 10-4]
tx5,7S1, ty5,7S1 variation range [-5.10-3, 5.10-3]
radius ra5,7S1 variation range [-5.10-3, 5.10-3]

Machining
Cylinder
5,2
Plane
5,1
…

rx5,2, ry5,2 variation range [-10-4, 10-4]
tx5,2, ty5,2 variation range [-5.10-3, 5.10-3]
ra5,2 variation range [3.10-3, 8.10-3]
rx5,1, ry5, 1 variation range [-10-4, 10-4]
tz1 variation range [-5.10-3, 5.10-3]
…

The probability distributions and the variation range of
the input variables also need to be determined. The
uniform distribution is used in this case. The determined
variation ranges are suitable to the associated resources.
For example, the variation ranges of the input
parameters to manufacture the actuator arm are shown
in Table 1.
The Monte Carlo simulation is realized by the
algorithm presented by Nguyen, et al. [16] according to
the selected probability distribution and variation ranges
of the input parameters. Then the product designer can
use the result to verify any geometric requirements and
to check the assemblability of the hard disk. For
example, the designer can estimate the distribution of
the clearance between the suspension tip carrying the
read-and-write head and the platter of the hard disk.
This clearance influences directly the quality of the hard
disk. The distribution of clearance of 10000 simulations
is shown in the Figure 7 (mean m = 0.5 mm, standard
deviation s = 0.00277 mm).

Figure 7. Monte-Carlo simulation result of clearance
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4. 2. Use Stage
As presented in the session 4.1, the
hard disk is produced in the manufacturing and
assembly stage where the geometric deviations of each
surface of each part are generated and accumulated on
the hard disk. Basing on the GDM of the hard disk and
the input data, Monte-Carlo simulation method is used
to create a virtual production of the 10000 hard disks.
As a result, the designer can evaluate the effects of
multi-physical phenomena in production stage on the
quality of the hard disk. Moreover, when hard disks
produced arrive in hand of users, the quality of hard
disks also depends on the effects of multi-physical
phenomena in the use stage, such as thermal,
aerodynamic, deformation, etc.
In this example, we focus on considering the factors
that influence on the clearance between the suspension
tip carrying the read-and-write head and the platter of
the hard disk. Thus, we propose to use DOE method to
evaluate the quality of the hard disk under the
aerodynamic effects on the suspension.
4. 2. 1. Factorial Design
There is only one factor
(clearance) that needs to be considered in this case.
Thus, we propose to use factorial design, one of the
strategies of DOE method as presented by Nguyen, et
al. [16], to integrate the geometric deviations and multiphysical phenomena into the clearance simulation of the
hard disk. Two factors selected in this case are the
clearance and the angle of the hand actuator relative
axis OX of the global coordinate system OXYZ.
· The design of experiment method used in this case is
a full factorial design 2-factors and 3-levels. The
levels of each selected parameter are chosen in the
following:
· High level at +3s (1)
· Medium level at m (0) (average value of the
parameter)
· Low level at -3s (-1)
From the result of Monte-Carlo simulation, the value of
clearance varies in a range 6s from [0.417, 0.584].

The variation range of angle of the hand arm is chosen
based on workspace of hand arm. In this case, the hand
arm of the hard disk works from 30° to 66° according to
axis OX in the Figure 4.
4. 2. 2. FEM and CFD Simulation
Based on the 9
results of FEM simulation, the mathematic relationship
between the deformation of the suspension tip and
clearance, rotation angle of the suspension tip can be
established by linear regression model. From this
relationship, the product designers can know how the
clearance will be changed in the use stage by effect of
aerodynamic and thermal phenomena. As a result, they
can verify the “real” performance of the hard disk
designed satisfying the requirement of the clients.
From the selected parameters, we will create the
deviated model of the hard disk with value of the
selected deviation parameters in the Table 2. There are
32 = 9 deviated models that are created by the CAD
software. Then we will use them for simulating the
effect of aerodynamic on the clearance by using
Computational Fluid Dynamics software. The
simulation results of 9 deviated models are shown in
Figure 8.
In order to take into the effect of aerodynamic
phenomena on the suspension tip of hard disk, we use
finite element method (FEM) to calculate the
deformation of the suspension tip. In this case, we use
ANSYS software to calculate the deformation of the
suspension tip of the hard disk. The results of FEM
simulation are shown in Figure 9.

TABLE 2. The value of the selected factors.
High level (1)
Medium level (0)
Low level (-1)

Increase of clearance
Increase of rotation degree

000

Clearance (mm)

Angle (deg)

0.584

66

0.5

48

0.417

30

0000
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Figure 8. Results of CFD simulation on aerodynamic effect

Figure 9. Results of FEM simulation
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5. CONCLUSION
The paper proposes a new methodology for integration
of geometric deviations of product and effects of multiphysical phenomena into the analysis of product
performance. Basing on the geometric deviation model
and Monte-Carlo simulation method, the product
designer can determine the relationship between the
performance of product and the parameters of variation
sources during the product life cycle. From the result of
the Monte Carlo simulation, using the established
relationship, an image of the performance of the
population of products virtually manufactured is
calculated. Then, the product designer can identify and
classify the effect of each parameter of variation source
on the product performance based on the result of the
Monte-Carlo simulation and the corresponding
performance for each virtual product.
In future, the variance of the performance of the
complex product will be considered to calculate under
effects of multi-physical phenomena throughout its life
cycle. Further, it could lead to the optimization of the
design in order to obtain reach robust design.
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PAPER INFO

ﺗﻮﺳﻌﻪ ﻋﻠﻢ و ﻓﻦ آوري ،ﮐﺎﻣﭙﯿﻮﺗﺮ را ﺑﻪ ﯾﮏ اﺑﺰار ﻣﻔﯿﺪ ﺑﺮاي ﺣﻤﺎﯾﺖ از ﻓﻌﺎﻟﯿﺖ ﻫﺎي ﻣﻬﻨﺪﺳﯽ در ﻃﺮاﺣﯽ ﻣﺤﺼﻮﻻت ،ﺗﺒﺪﯾﻞ
ﮐﺮده اﺳﺖ .ﺑﺴﯿﺎري از اﺑﺰارﻫﺎي ﺟﺎﻧﺒﯽ ﮐﺎﻣﭙﯿﻮﺗﺮ ﻫﻤﺎﻧﻨﺪ :ﻃﺮاﺣﯽ  /ﺳﺎﺧﺖ ﺑﻪ ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﺎﻣﭙﯿﻮﺗﺮ ) ،(CAD / CAMﺣﺎﺻﻞ
ﻣﺪﯾﺮﯾﺖ داده ﻫﺎ ) ،(PDMارزﯾﺎﺑﯽ ﭼﺮﺧﻪ ﻋﻤﺮ ﻣﺤﺼﻮل ) ،(PLAو ﻏﯿﺮه ،ﺑﻪ ﺻﻮرت راﯾﺠﯽ در ﺻﻨﻌﺖ ،ﺑﺮاي ﮐﺎﻫﺶ زﻣﺎن
ﺗﻮﺳﻌﻪ ﻣﺤﺼﻮل و اﻓﺰاﯾﺶ ﮐﯿﻔﯿﺖ ﻣﺤﺼﻮل اﺳﺘﻔﺎده ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮد .در ﻧﺘﯿﺠﻪ ،ﻃﺮاﺣﺎن ﻣﺤﺼﻮل ﺑﻪ راﺣﺘﯽ ﻣﯽ ﺗﻮاﻧﻨﺪ ﻣﺪل ﻫﺎي
ﻋﺪدي از ﻣﺤﺼﻮل را ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس اﯾﻦ اﺑﺰارﻫﺎ اﯾﺠﺎد ﮐﻨﻨﺪ .ﺑﺎ اﯾﻦ ﺣﺎل ،آﻧﻬﺎ ﺗﻨﻬﺎ ﻣﯽ ﺗﻮاﻧﻨﺪ اﻃﻼﻋﺎت ﺳﻮري از ﻣﺤﺼﻮل داﺷﺘﻪ
ﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪ .اﯾﻦ اﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ ﻗﺎدر ﺑﻪ ارزﯾﺎﺑﯽ ،اﻧﻮاع ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﺛﺮات ﻓﯿﺰﯾﮑﯽ ﮐﻪ ﻣﺤﺼﻮل در ﻃﻮل ﮐﻞ ﭼﺮﺧﻪ ﻋﻤﺮ ،ﺑﻪ وﯾﮋه در زﻣﺎن
ﺗﻮﻟﯿﺪ و ﻣﻮﻧﺘﺎژ و در ﻣﺮﺣﻠﻪ اﺳﺘﻔﺎده از ان ،ﻣﺘﺤﻤﻞ ﻣﯽ ﮔﺮدد را ﻧﻤﯽ ﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪ .ﻋﻤﻠﮑﺮد اﻧﺎﻟﯿﺰ ﻣﺤﺼﻮل ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس اﯾﻦ ﻣﺪل ﻧﺘﺎﯾﺠﯽ
را ﺑﻪ دﺳﺖ ﻣﯽ دﻫﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﺎ ﻋﻤﻠﮑﺮد ﻣﺤﺼﻮل واﻗﻌﯽ ﻣﺘﻔﺎوت اﺳﺖ .ﺑﻪ اﯾﻦ دﻟﯿﻞ ،ﮐﯿﻔﯿﺖ ﻣﺤﺼﻮل ﻃﺮاﺣﯽ ﺷﺪه ﻧﻤﯽ ﺗﻮاﻧﺪ ﺑﻪ
ﻃﻮر ﮐﺎﻣﻞ ﻧﯿﺎزﻫﺎي ﻣﺸﺘﺮﯾﺎن و ﮐﺎرﺑﺮان را ﺗﺎﻣﯿﻦ ﮐﻨﺪ .ﺑﻨﺎﺑﺮاﯾﻦ ،در اﯾﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﯾﮏ روش ﺟﺎﻣﻊ ﭘﯿﺸﻨﻬﺎد ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺷﺒﯿﻪ
ﺳﺎزي ﻋﻤﻠﮑﺮد ﭼﻨﺪ اﺛﺮ ﻓﯿﺰﯾﮑﯽ در ﺳﺮاﺳﺮ ﭼﺮﺧﻪ ﻋﻤﺮ ﻣﺤﺼﻮل را ﺑﻪ ﺻﻮرت ﻫﻤﺰﻣﺎن اﺟﺎزه ﻣﯽ دﻫﺪ .از ﻣﻨﺎﺑﻊ ﻣﺘﻔﺎوﺗﯽ در
ﻃﻮل ﭼﺮﺧﻪ ﻋﻤﺮ ﻣﺤﺼﻮل و ﺑﺮاي ﻋﻤﻠﮑﺮد اﻧﺎﻟﯿﺰ ان اﺳﺘﻔﺎده ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ.
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